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Frank Sherlock 
Drop 

for Tupac Amaru Shakur 
 
 
 
 
 

   Little 
 

   liquor out 
 
 
sun moves 
      on killer 
 
 

     giantkiller ash - 
 
 
                                           clues of secret  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
chords maybe 
 
 
                          found 
                                     at ground , 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
deaden eyes 
 
                 raise 
               to sky 
 
 
 
                                                        in cracksong , 
 
 
 
 
                       hymn of old plumes   - 
 
 
   all the teeth 
 
in dirt  , 
 
                                       (  what grows around?  ) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
uriah 
 
 
 
                                  don’t die 
                                        forever 
 
 
here alive  , 
                                                    there alive 
 
 
             ( downed upped off  ) 
 
 
 
         rung 
 
             stepping on 



 
 
 
 
 
murmurs 
 
of walking  - 
 
 
                                                    (  no front  ) 
 
 
 
                  dusk out 
 
                     holedig day 
 
 
 
 
    night  
         could be 
 
 
      different  , 
 
                                                          could be 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             more 
 
                                          than shard 
                                                 assemblage , 
 
 
 
      streetlight 
 
                      skipping off            surface    - 
 
 
 
                vision chance 
 
(  push to motion  ) 
 
 
 
                                      a shot at dance 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          close  
 
                                                          enough to  
 
 
 
        throat out 
 
voicenotes              -  sounds 
 
 
 
                                                               improv psalms 
 
                                                                 thru  
                                                                        kerchief  , 
 
 
                   maybe  
 
              in the missing 
 
                                               key  . 



Anselm Berrigan 
Designated Human 
 
                 This business with fog 
                      covers my back/I thought 
                     a lot about the method & 
                        the defeatist in me 
                  swallowed/The theorist 
                         in me vacates the space 
                                                    you tremble 
                       The agonized lover in us 
                                scrambles the rhetoric 
                                  drizzles toward a quarry, drowns. 
                  Are you rich enough 
                       for an American education? 
                          Rich enough, in love enough? 
                                     What method. 
                           Your friends will think you 
                                  insane if you ask them  
                                         to demonstrate. The machine in me 
             God helps. Negative moral center, the intellect- 
                              ual in Hollywood, get 
                                              the damn job done. 
                A broken circle is what I ask 
                 room for my babies wherever 
                they be.           The candidate in me 
                                                        organizes the files 
                      a quilt of neglect 
                                         Kind in me is literal 
                                              illogic treasure 
                                                 the old bull rushes, prefers 
                      you shelve my ambition 
                                destroys grace 
                                        whispers. 
           So I come all this/pansies slip 
                                                                out my pages 
                                                                    no awe  
                                                                      no idols 



            No thanks for we. 
                                   The $5 the bank in me 
                                               is currently worth. 
                 Thanks for that. 
Brings a thousand years of civilization into captivating focus. 
        Poorly loved, buildings speaking headlines 
                                my hands, my shoulders, my misunderstandings 
   I’d call you              to veil my mirrors 
 
 
Pre-season contender 
 
The least apparent lack 
Speaking without ambition 
That letter you sent me 
Six years ago, shall I 
Hold you to that? 
The same morning sanely 
Thwacked was the acreage 
I want to hold from you 
Not that you’d care much 
Not that I’d bother with  
The process of naming 
The book in my bag 
Is of a higher class than 
The case I stole it from 
The worst part 
Was the assemblage 
My mind resembles 
I’ll just go to Philly 
In Val’s burgundy cadillac 
Bob Cindy Buck Mary John 
& Greg will be there 
The land unclear to you 
Is no more visible to me 
We could call that a local matter 
Or even a distant pinch 
Though not be way of song 



Ontological Activism 
for Steve Carll 

 
Hawaii has long been known as sportscenter 
of the Pacific. Red & yellow dragonfly stickers 
Hang from postcard male bodies there. 
On the Hudson those dragonflies would just 
be bugs, vision range three hundred and sixty 
degrees. The smaller you get, the more you see. 
The island of Oaahu challenges you to have fun. 
A guy gives you whiskey with two requests: 
1) shut up 2) talk about real life. “Johnny Cash” 
he says. There were four disciplines made apparent: 
—Disparage others while maintaining integrity 
—Make a conscious effort once a day 
—Disentangle the dog from the tape measure 
—Grab the orange paddleboard 
When the neon beer sign removed itself  
from the window to shatter on the floor 
my advance became obvious. Autumn’s cash 
meeting future bills. Across the street, however, 
other news was broken. Cory finished second 
in the competition. You could see the disappointment 
on his face as it was nip & tuck all the way 
& he was a handsome American. 



Brett Evans 
from bad apples 
 
 
call in “Temporary 
Death Leave” how 
you say it, in bed 
remembering Mardi 
Gras POW. in yr 
tongue bring back  
all tomorrow’s holy 



 
 
 
 
live every aloha like 
the rain’s gonna soak 
clean thru to yr under 
wear. maybe clean’s 
not right. Echo’s 
but in bra- 
silia man it 
 
         for five 
days sun sun sun sun 
sun a fist full of 
donuts the girls O 
 

   they warn ya 



 
 
 
 
it’s a stretch, that 
assatisfaction 
or cant get any 
world to always be 
on yr lap. angel 
put a butter bead 
to song driving 
out past the arch 
itecture.   you commit 
to buy 
   a new chest 
   of drawers, sand 
   castle tools. 
         pick brenna for some 
         thing nasty 



 
 
 
 
@ pink vinyl    win a date 
with Zee  or a trip for Can 
ton, OH 
                 somebody’s 
gotta wear the chumpy 
striped shirt but I get 
my turtles  
from China town. you are 
beyond a destination you 
are a point in time how 
long cool is cooled 
in the wine.    or you know 
My Bloody Val-  (serp) 
when not just a zippo 
         but a mirror 



 
 
 
 
begins in mud 
from foil then hi 
light sequoia a  
blood spread 
         candy beard lil siss 
         perhaps if I put on al 
         green mosquito netting nothing 
         The Lover       stove-      fra 
grant  
         wine         apple fall 
                         vibrations 
         you’d know what I was talking. 
         She was Zulu Spice after taking 
         the librarian 
                  cake latent 
                  on a night train        a girl’s 
         girl             man-o-        dream 
she had compound curves  
                                            that made 
                      the central curve convex 



Jennifer McCreary 
All in a Row 
 
 
Sing a song of six 
pins, a pocketful  
of rye, a jockey full  
of bourbon — all walleyed,  
whiskified — with silver bells  
and cuckold shells and pretty 
maids —  

 
dead women begin 

to crowd the garden, acidulated 
soil heavy with Jerusalem 
artichokes, burdock and black 
salsify.         how 
does it, Mary?   (not far, as 
the crow flies)   in the counting 
house, in her countenance?   (she 
had wondered)  in the parlor, 
her pallor spread out with bread 
and honey?   (she had wandered)  
in the garden, hanging, blackbirds 
to spite her face?   (she had invoked  
vagueness)  
 

clothesline stretched  
out, tired as the sky — a mouthful  
of pins,  her pocket hides 
a pomegranate and all 
its little cells, a cloister 
of blood. 



caryatid 
 
 
there are tower stairs  
to climb to reach a roomful 
of glass eyes, our private 
lessons.  orion too 
obvious: enough with these 
hunters, you breathe, find 
cassiopeia. you are a month 
in the desert; to follow 
is to swallow sand.  these 
are your hands, then: palms 
upturned.  begin with 
this— recognize there are 
soapstones to carve, broom 
straws to sip from.  there 
are trees with frantic 
branches outstretched, rope 
ladders, and fingers crossed, 
but you quote  
quieter rituals, bury statues 
in the backyard. 
 
to leave you 
is dancing 
with scissors. 



 what the wind blew home 
 
 
train stations — signals 
crossed or missed — strange rituals —  
all measures altered 
 
 
trained in stations of 
the cross — rituals on strange 
altars — mismeasured 
 
 
missed crossing — a strange 
measure — altered rituals —  
strain — sign of station 
 
 
strained — cross — strange station —  
measured rituals and these  
signals — altered all 



Joseph Torra 
from Snap 
 
 
edge of shore, door blue-green, sea 

clearer blue, through a window 
 
a white boat sails, cloud-puff, 

roof door and walls hold shadows 
light’s position cuts  

 
template’s black-and-white, dark hall, night-light 

through door’s window, walk out into gray 
leaving a hat at a bar kicking over 

potted plant beside the door 
 
cold, we dress in layers, the sun brings 

chill wind, moving from one cut-out 
to the next in-hospitable lines cross 

clear and boldly marked dissolve 
with the tide 

 
thinking it possible to leave one 

makes it impossible to leave either, 
 
at the shack I find the necessary tools, plug the leak, 

the far-star plant life lets go a universal scream, 
eight hours are unaccounted for, one plant dies 

 
swinging one side of the water to the other, wind 

blows doors open 



 
 
 
We shutter to think what damage done 
every sink drains into one bottle 
 
Dirt under fingernails 
many things hands hold all together 
 
Anticipating harvest, days over the course 
of weeks, seasons yield swollen 
 
Shirt I wore yesterday the day before 
 
Turned another way, sky, shore 
 
Cool water, wine, peasant duets, we 
shudder to think in what kind of homes 
 
Called back from the unaccountable, 
under scribble crossed out 
phrases dividing line and sediment 



 
 
 

If poetry abandons you they’ll take your yellow chair and chrome table with 
lemons. Not Spicer’s, but lemons buffed with leftover hardwood floor wax. 
 
Paper cut-outs cover windows. The landscape’s lawny green to black, 
brown-red smudge glow-line then stark white. 
 
The date was recorded 28 July but incorrectly. Previous, bricks were 
replaced before paintings were hung and two gassy spheres became three 
then four and five each with its own distinct color pattern. 
 
You wrote about taking inventory, listing item by item, only to stop short of 
a true understanding how lemons return to mantles until they are needed 
again. 



 
 
 
leather bridle, riding crop, the drop 
onto all fours  this is the house 
 
this the fence this the barn 
built  my hands 
 
sanding surfaces 
plans  so many 
 
the horse got loose 
broke a leg on one 
 
led me like a corral 
to wear a path around 
 
the circumference of a large oak tree 
I blamed myself blamed 
 
my family, my friends, people 
who wrap leather strips 
 
around handles the storm 
took everything 
 
a person can build or accumulate 
by shear force 



 
 
 

Those antique shoes match the dress perfectly, except where a wretched 
little figure protrudes. Following her all day, hiding behind bunches of 
flowers, his signature on the corner of the wall date unknown. White on 
white she’ll have everything she needs. He black on gray. Brass shines gold 
just below green leaves. What’s left of the rainbow no longer frightens. In 
her childhood waves myth wove. Tiny traces dust her hair. She awaits the 
coming season. He resumes. There are scents and sounds, he thinks of his 
own experiences which lead to chains of they. She cut a bunch. She stuck 
them in. They took turns. They told her that. 



stems dry strung 
from match-flame 
her windy sunshine 
a power statement 
like smoking or pants 
difference between hats 
men and women wear 
nearer to elsewhere she 
leaves he stays vertically 
one mirrors the other  
designs on wrought- 
iron gate words windy 
sunshine lands in the hands of 
or hangs on a rough nail 
the he that hangs sharp 
the she that hangs sharp 
furred creatures coated 
in unintended rightness 
shaken-off flecks smoke 
into dark morning 
truest skin-color over 
truer numbers of class 
gate number one 
or plant number two 



Several nice horses for sale sold 
 
Straight white-board fence surrounds what’s missing 
 
Not any hat tipped nor gloves tight 
 
Enveloped by electrical currents and words 
 
Eyes suggest more than livestock for sale 
 
Grass won’t grow inside the fence 
 
Green not seen, thick black frame far as we know 
 
Bisects regions occupied with trade, formerly impoverished 
 
Organized smugglers operate off-limits in heaps 
 
Brass horse head, hoof-tracks in dung 
 
Hands on your hip gunny sack bull rider 
 
Water seeps through his boots ankle-deep in mud 
 
Her lips would be red if they weren’t so black 



Rich greens reach 
up glassed in. Trees 
approximate a body 
not always intimate. 
 
Grass and fog  
disproportionately connect 
to a whole, hedges trimmed 
to perfect symmetry. 
 
Solace among buildings. 
History in domes. Parks 
named for ancestors. 
 
The break solidifies. Step off 
the side, black nothing, whose 
kingdom’s weedy meadow. 



Chris Stroffolino 
May This Be Love 
 
 
The romantic attitude to overcome all obstacles 
is called a stalker by the status crow who 
has more campaign funds and makes a better 
case so I cast my vote to sail my boat 
in streets of uncertainty that pretend to be madness. 
It could be the impossibility that science is awash in 
that bathes lonely me in the cozy rehearsal room 
of togetherness with the hope of making it 
to the other side of the crowd before the camera does 
so I can chisel realism from the fortress 
of forgetfulness, the stone of extremes. 
Then a tightrope walker asserts itself. 
 
It is the only love that loves itself. 
It is not love until it falls. 
It will not know what it falls into. 
It may fall upward. Calmness seems 
like hesitation, but no self that’s not 
dying. The soul cannot be touched 
and therefore it can’t touch  
unless space leads to space 
by separating the space from its borders. 
 
If three people crash this party 
one will have to act like the “heart.” 
I remember this explanation: 
“If he feels a warmth overcome him,  
he must step back in the cold the better to see it” 
And I remember this counter-explanation: 
“In finding a reason for vacancy 
one is filling it with some loathing to love from”— 
but not until later, since time’s only 
a one-way street if some cars are breaking laws 
& I wonder if that’s why I lack patience 
enough to even want the skill for order 



until you remind me of punishment 
and I feel like B.B. King wondering if Lucille is a lesbian 
if not Richard Thompson writing songs 
for Linda to sing about why she’s leaving him. 
 
 
Strung-Up on the Hoax 

for Greg Fuchs 
 
Desire is devious, erasing the plenty of the pauper. 
So I fell for it again. No Bossa Nova to blame it on 
but the beat of my own decaffeinated heart 
played through the amp of green tea 
amidst the dim lights of early summer airconditioned evenings. 
 
If it were winter, it’d be dark now 
and the dump that seemed out of date 
would be sent off to the isle of misfit farms 
with sailors and chevy vans 
to live a trip in, so rough, magnetic, and communal 
one would never approach the teflon of loneliness 
I’m stuck on now, the blackhole where pride and joy 
try to dissolve the partnership 
behind the record company’s back 
and a faint freedom mammal 
evolves back into the sea. 
 
“We’re having a whale of the time,” 
the postcards reported, but I felt 
so sorry for her on opium I couldn’t express it. 
 

Philadelphia, Memorial Day ‘98 



I Love the Way She Substitutes Impudence for Impotence 
 
 
Based on what I fleeced from inversion 
in the form of theatre repair scenes 
and greasy fingers in the warm December rain, 
I was absolutely convinced of the Thing 
by the attendant confusion I couldn’t see it for, 
under a shell, unchimed and believed 
to be abstracted in the queasiness 
shy of transcience, of lace, of whim. 
Zippers on the highway, fireworks spotted 
on the face once a week in objective regularity 
as announcements fall behind to spy 
on the secret conversation of news teams 
and public relation firms 
to be as flimsy and flexible as the soul 
while the dollar sets early in winter 
and the space blackness can give 
if permitted by the tugboat and the several 
soiled selves in urban promenade 
bring weariness to the game in shining mutuality 
as if the only meeting place that’s not a market 
comes in tact with wheat and weeping 
and the tongue of space torn out of the teeth 
(because animals are weddings in her house 
and angels the divorce in the physics of marriage). 



Brian Lucas 
Four Scenes from Recent Sights 
 
 

1 
 

Homer’s fossil found dispersed among a few boats moored alongside the gold crux of stereo rays. 
A hem made by softening the metal of a crown; small shadowed device protected by filligreed 
gestures of an obvious violence curtained off from display. 
 
It is the suffocation of the neighboring perish lined with plush hints. 
 

2 
 

As applause began to assault us, the appearance escaped: radiant, tiny, smooth, and numerical. 
Much like hibernating algebras waking to split currents of eastern rivulets. Lost ideals and 
crumpled sonnet. 
 
Nimbus sighted through fractals. 
 
A Delaware love letter flooded in seven parts, incognizant and wheeling up the lane in the trunk 
of a moon.  
 

3 
 

Dialogue about a moat causes a strain to relax the detective who shouts endlessly over the din of 
transposed heads. A beam of Electra head at the rock. Lost cases at the junction of fugue and 
remembrance. 
 
Brown ink used on faded picture cards: the house depicted set back into a garden covering the 
hill lull upon uncovered, understanding nothing but entrances, nothing except a doctrine’s 
fizz. 
 

4 
 

Another cistern full of holes leaking a mist onto our shirts. Sunstems overhead, a glove left in the 
gravel resembles green Cuban gum. Wearily we gave up the ghost to a better home, one that is 
known for the richness of its pollenated rooms. A lustre of questions and canals engorge. Frond of 
acanthus weaved into a votive remnant, illuminated entirely just this once. 
 
Summer is when I first arrived, finding myself in the center of a drum paraded upon someone’s 
hip. This was an inkling of a future miracle. A ghostlink brought into place. 



 
Clepsydra 

for W.B.K. 
 
It’s guilt that prevents the dye from taking hold. A scent proving the fibers are magnetic, staying 
for years in a tight weave. Water binds with ease these layers dropped into through slumber. An 
impossible cleft keeping more than two of me to bare down on the light. 
 
This begins the epoch of the sorry gland.  
 
A process mounted toward only beginnings was an unacknowledged shred of evidence, contrary to 
what the talking forest spelled out to you. A casual ornament found there gracing hidden 
elaborations. 
 
Once you were beamed into me the waters shrank. Afterall, this signal is necessary when dealing 
with the sumptuous unknown practiced among the idea-bearing peoples of the Lower Aorta. 
 
Master of chiming disasters, of mountainous ovaries. Claptrap rusted by a fall of slitted rain. The 
beliefs gauged heroically until teased by sight. Faith marking the flood so disputed, the truth of the 
disaster has been lost inside a polished hatpin you wore unto death. 
 
Shipful of sky on ice, upon whose deck a trance would lie forgotten, stalling the orbit of haunted 
crescent until the ides. Demanding to view detailed photos of the Time Abolishment effort 
hysterically shuttled from air to fire, we’d lay waste to the excesses of waterclocks and variants. 
Vigorously gathering these up, the prairie unfolding our very crowns. 



 

 



 





Michael Magee 
In The Western 
 
in the western a girl is damaged 
goods is a word too conceptually 
pregnant 
  she maybe was 
 suggesting 
utility, equivalency, guilt, she being 
the goods with which she was caught 
on tape 
  we were paying 
 per 
view the typical rock formations, de- 
formed the grammar of her remembrance 
of mixed messarriages 
  more than a dash of 
 and no one to 
say, motherfuck him and John Wayne 
to the rescue, the logic of re- 
venge 
  is mine she say, an 
 accompl- 
ice in their wounds, on the lamb, 
a god, outlaw-love’s transcendence in its  
stead, 
  you take away 
 choose 
sides against the sheriff has two kids, two 
children and a son, and two hands in  
everything turns on 
  the seasoned professional  
 stuck in  
town overnight mail stands in for pony 
express what she’s been feeling since they 
left onto 
  Sunset she’s riding into 
 thick and 
thin of it w/ a man known as Icarus 
is saying I wouldn’t trade you for nothing baby 



Poem Beginning with a Line of O’Hara’s 
 
Rome is gorgeous... like the Catskills. There is no sense 
in trying to get there other than by traveling  
north on the New York State Thruway, 
and no sense denying that the Pope 
is none other than Henny Youngman. 
That he has no wife, according to the vow, 
makes the joke that much funnier.  
In the audience, a man dressed vaguely 
like a Hell’s angel grows more and more 
anxious. His tank-top reads, I Live 
Every Day in FEAR. Yes, he does. 
He peels his fingernails and eats the pieces. 
It is impossible to discourage his belief 
that, behind the scenes, Youngman has been conspiring 
to get Senator Kennedy elected president. 
The fact that Youngman isn’t even Catholic 
makes it that much more nefarious. When 
you ask him he says, “ZOG, my friend,” 
which stands for, “Zionist Occupation Government, my friend.” 
Rome is gorgeous. His beard is like the gray 
and red streaked rusted shingles of the ruined 
cottages you happen upon, hidden in the wooded nooks 
of the Piazza San Pietro, except it is made of hair. 
If you ask him, he will pose just as Moses did 
for Michelangelo, fingering his beard and scratching 
his belly, “guardian of the tomb.” He is a descendant 
of the Lost Tribe of Israel, the tribe whose existence 
Pope Youngman vehemently denies, out of fear 
of its gorgeousness. “It is more gorgeous than Rome,”  
he thinks to himself, but to the audience, he tells 
a joke about how ugly it is. The old couples  
come from an afternoon meringue lessons, the young 
families who have brought their children after 
a swim in the pool, they all laugh at this joke, 
a bit anxiously. It is Easter and they have come 
to receive his blessing, not expecting such levity. 
Their Pope begins, “In nomine Patri, et Fillii, 



et Spiritu Sancti,” and they respond, “Amen.” 
Their Pope continues, “I had a nightmare last night. 
I dreamed Dolly Parton was my mother and I 
was a bottle baby,” and they say nothing. 
It is all gorgeous. The way the lake glitters, 
the tall loud speakers between the pines, the lanterns 
strung across the Arco delle Campane. The man believes 
that as they empty into the square they all study him, 
amazed by how his gut-sweat has stained 
into his tank top an image of the Virgin Mary.  
The publicity is awful, he shivers in comtempt 
at the complication of what he has devised, to lumber 
into the gardens, ahead of the New York State Police 
whom he has already told, “The one I will kiss 
is Youngman. Arrest him and lead him away under guard.” 



Carol Mirakove 
parergon 
 
 

economic 
about lupus or 

open 
the corner camel patchy & 

happy 
pixelized bins in the averaged bulb 

the least common denominator 
kindled the ripple in the  

steel pa 
being ethnic too 

drunk for linen or poly- 
diamond polly 

honey dime 
tell me about yr legs 
in the psychic 
nightgowned fig trees 

in floodlights more natural 
than the figleaves 
themselves 



public service announcement 
 

you stupid vulgar greedy ugly 
American deathsucker— 

William S. Burroughs 
 
If earth equals grass 
 
If and only if earth equals grass 
 
If earth equals only grass 
 
Then we will take a picture of it. 
 
If earth equals not grass 
 
Inasmuchas earth equals not grass 
 
Then we will take a picture of it. 
 
If earth equals grass and likes everyone 
 
If earth likes everyone who sells grass 
 
If earth equals grass and says cheese 
 
Then we will take a picture of it. 
 
If there are too many symbols in a truth tree to condition 
 
Then we will shoot it. 



halo 
for Rod Smith 

 
your halo is your sense 
your halo is nonsense 
hell  o 

greeting 
goes around 

 
your halo goes around 
you 

are around 
the hmph umph morph 

humble you 
 
table 

your halo at day 
break   greeting 

 
my halo 
my nonsense 

goes around 
your 



Kevin Varrone 
stenos 
 
 
Morning in the larger 
air, a vowel, spell: 
 
lamps pose as questions then run. 
Epistles, the mist, indecisive, ante 
 
meridiem’s pre-light 
phoneme—a bell- 
 
steeple’s expatriot peal— 
(iambs undressing 
 
in the staircase—) 
amorphous 
 
and your ridiculously jaded shoulderblade: 
I have taken dawn 
 
persephone, six seeds 
kneel in absentia. 



Sequence 
despite 

impatient mechanics, 
a wink 

and profound imbalance: too much 
morning, dawn and 

the daughter of meter exhaling 
a delicate, repulsive scream— 

envy, “memry” 
If it should fail... 

there’ll be new sounds, we’ll name 
again, “something, 

something we are not exactly knowing—” 
   a drop of nectar, or echo, whichever. 



I have taken dawn personally. 
X and Y 
the joy of recognition. 
We are unable to begin 
without a stranger 
to attach things to, a figure 
or reflection in cahoots 
or coordinates, approaching 
upon dismemberment, a constellation. 
 
We might dive into the revered 
to escape our face 
or own decay, a caress, 
our dwindling fear of where to go. 



Germs and words, 
a far more suitable sigh—contact, human 
so strange as to seem exotic, chance 
encounters with destiny’s glass eye, 
ennui,or deja 
vu, our baseball 
in Mrs. Pape’s chlamydia, etym 
unknown, or was it 
Mrs. Blessingbourne’s front window? 
the vast structure 
of collage, o rhallelucination? 
 
Only theory 
remains, melancholy 
unrequited, becomes alchemy. 



The brain  
of intention bent— 
curiosity to italics— 
 
the familiar triage, 
road signs, hand-eye 
coordination, palindromes: 
ilium, the Hudson, an artery 
from what you now call it 
to home—pansies? 
narcissus? not chlamydimums? 
(not Stillwagon, not Blessed-be-the-one) 
 
(the looking-over-the-shoulder, or -in-a-mirror, 
or -away-moment)—an aria, parasong 
for days we cannot must trojans. 



Every myth of self-absorption, too much 
 

afternoon for nostalgia. 
(rosemary? calliopsis?). 
 
We are strangely naive, 
 

eating pomegranates 
like mythology (corriander (?) like descent) 
 
as if we shall not lack. 
 

Seed chambers, fruit— 
or false—having many seeds, falls 
 
not far from its technology. 
 

Despite knowing 
we mistrust, and are born 
 
with gravity and nouns in our mouths. 
Declensions haunt us like coasts. 



post scrap 
 
Found—to fit— 
a parcae so perfectly 
 
queer with pearls 
 
so in that niche 
if I you said 
 
ever looked back 
 
the moon might drown 
in its own phase 
 
and lead us, not 
 
to hades, but—chrysanthe— 
mummery, eclipse 
 
wondering (iambs 
 
pocked with ellipses) 
who’s been more heroic in disguise. 



Greg Fuchs 
Glassine Novena 
 
 
1. Melodious jooking 
 

Singing ourselves to sleep 
out of tune 
to the melody of that old lonesome whooperwill. 
The cold allows us to spend the day in bed 
like carnival okays our careless behavior. 

 
2. Hand of glory 
 

So old I 
cover myself. 
You can hear the cover in the opening 
riff. Rack it. Same jane, same me, same god’s 
girlfriend in superban princess soft fur. 

 
The boozy hero cuts the rickety linoleum  
like a matador on sawdust leather. I can dance. 
Sometimes. Sometimes I can sulk. Four sister 
and Mary visitation pre-calms the late late 
movie insomnia. 

 
Come to me from wherever you are 

in the freshest velvet on the lightest breeze. 
 

Please note:  
 



The sacred gasses 
of New Orleans, Philly, Rio etherialize sidewalks 
into storyville moonwalks. The ultra mundane lyrical 
like a celtic stump sown into the earth by others like ourselves 
in some ancient spacesuit. 

 
Lip purr along 

la Mana Mas Poderosa. A cathedral of dreams 
erects a bonfire in levee light holding pagan waters 
to the shores of perfect skin. 

 
3. Emotional installation 
 

If its raw plywood & cords 
its the plain truth & that means honesty. 
The well meaning intentions. 
Perhaps. Beauty will set us free. 
See. 

Woke up this morning 
wearing a death mask. The two cups of wreck 
put lead in the pencil 
kept me from dying another death 
in a dirty northern town. 

 
How are you feeling about the therapeutic institution 
today? How would you feel if you were always always 
picked last for kickball? 

The involuntary geniuses 
wear sensible shoes & look like horny biker sluts 
or heavy metalists or sometimes like a tailor 
& more often than not have normal haircuts. 



Be on guard around the bare electricity,  
the exposed wires, and two-by-fours— 
you may shock yourself  
into a splinter. 
Or the gods may grant you one last chance 
to be simple and home—— 
sytle ethical. Traditional & bad. 



Buck Downs 
from this is slo-care (jones county) 
 
successful rubber ethics 
 
the teachings of death and separation 
looking glassine, like an incomplete 
audit. the competition is aware 
the mistake of silent reading leads 
to isolation and disentegrating 
ethnicity. watch the several ponies 
queuing another time to reexplain 
these stereotypes (e.g., jazz, whiskey) 
another time. 



 
 
for “THE WHIP” 
 
making holes 
in the doors and  
the walls w/her 
sensible  
shoes on. solid 
holes to cut out  
and replace later. 
for now it feels 
better with holes 
to adjust the  
room, in the room,  
it is adjusted, 
made more open. 



 
 
Inner Life 
Definitely 
Looking a  
Little extra 
Today. so 
Fold my toilet 
In the public 
Space of the 
u.s.p.s. 
 
a little vacancy slip into the mix 
zoo city, zoo heaving like an ocean 
freighter all over the sahara in her 
hands where nothing will show. fire 
plug brand brandy hechome diga why 
do we rust because we like to stick 
around 

uninstall my TrueType fonts 
where nothing but the body dies 
please remove my laser jets 

 
most of what gets you hard 
is in your own mind already 
I can tell you that is bad 
memory like most wisdom 
some people tell time 
by looking at the sun 
I cd. never make out 
the numbers 



 
 
rufous ‘n’ versus 
 
it’s been this week like a lo-fat 
toothpick   now the boss’s gone 
& the committee is in charge 
Take a page out from The New  
Sensual Massage and surround 
yourself with photograph & pastels 
getting mexican on the stovestop 
somedays after boning the dust 
dry of a work we like to dress up 
in the first person and set all 
our p.r. little problems aside 
another pretty party in the empty 
subway car developed like a heav 
y swelling celebration 
of peaceable assembly 



 
 
needle exchange 
 
patiently waiting for the itch 
that is always shifting & there 
is no simple clause to round itself 
off into a controlled measure 
of thinking, a distillation of thought, 
or I wd. like to say I have stopped, 
needing this, and this, and this. But 
I have not stopped needing. Not 
thinking, it is not that, not thought, 
and not the lack of thought, no, 
I have not achieved that, either; 
there is always a lack of something 
else, that keeps spreading. 



 





 
 
 



Contributors       ixnay number one       fall/winter 1998 
 
Anselm Berrigan is glad to know ye. He was educated at P.S. 19 in NYC. He'd 
like to send you a copy of his book Integrity and Dramatic Life when it comes out this 
fall on Edge Books (D.C., AERIALEDGE@aol.com). 
 
Barbara Cole’s postcards are forthcoming in their entirety from BeautifulSwimmer 
Press.  She recently completed the M.A. in Creative Writing— Poetry at Temple 
University.  She is on the editorial boards of Schuylkill and the new poetry magazine, 
pH; her first chapbook, little wives, appears this Fall from Potes & Poets Press. 
 
Buck Downs lives in Washington, DC, where he is a Senior Editor at Columbia 
Books, Inc. His first full-length collection, marijuana soft drink, is forthcoming from 
Edge Books (D.C., AERIALEDGE@aol.com). 
 
Brett Evans came from New Orleans, Louisiana. A man of no fortune, yet on his 
way to the all-you-can-eat mexican buffet. He hit the East Coast. A strange to and fro 
motion between Philadelphia and the Five Burroughs holds together the pages and 
the songs of his band, Skin Verb. 
 
Greg Fuchs lives in Philadelphia and works in New York City. Buck Downs Books 
(D.C.) will release his book Came Like It Went before 1999. 
 
Brian Lucas lives in Brooklyn, edits Angle/Angle Press, is married to Neko Buildings 
and has published a chapbook, The Trustees in Spite of Themselves. 
 
Michael Magee is writing a dissertation on pragmatism, jazz, and experimental 
writing at Penn.  New poems out or due to appear in Poetry Northwest, Cafe Review, 
Spoon River Poetry Review, xconnect, and 6ix. He edits COMBO. 
 
Pattie McCarthy received her M.A. from Temple University and is co-editor of 
BeautifulSwimmer Press.  Her chapbook Octaves was released from ixnay press in 
1998, and another chapbook, Choragus, is forthcoming from Potes & Poets Press in 
1999. She divides time between Philadelphia and Brooklyn. 
 



Jennifer McCreary sleeps with the editor. She attended Temple University, and her 
work is forthcoming in Lungfull! magazine. 
 
Carol Mirakove is employed and lives in Arlington, VA. There she maintains an 
elaborate exhibit of Godzilla action figures in her Honda Civic, curated by the spatial 
artist Mark Paloutzian, which has not yet proved ineffective in scaring away would-be 
carjackers. Her poems appear or are forthcoming in Articulate, bivouac, The Hat, and 
Phoebe. Thanks/acknowledgment to Buck Downs, who published an earlier version 
of “public service announcement” in Signature Series Number One for the Pyramid 
Atlantic Book Arts Fair 1997. 
 
Frank Sherlock is. 
 
Chris Stroffolino is too exhausted from his adjunct jobs and his long commutes to 
and fro to have anything much to say for himself except that he’d like to move back 
to Phila. (where he lived from 1988-92). If any readers of ixnay know of any jobs that 
Mr. Stroffolino could do (or know of any great deals on an apartment) please contact 
him at 718-499-1697. 
 
Joseph Torra is the author of Keep Watching the Sky (poetry) and Gas Station (a 
novel). His forthcoming novel is The Bystander’s Scrapbook. 
 
Kevin Varrone’s poems have appeared in Mass Ave, The Baltimore Review, and 
American Poetry Review's Philly Edition. He received his MA from Temple University 
and is currently one of the editors of Ph as well as co-founder of BeautifulSwimmer 
Press. 
 


